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Test your knowledge of infineverts and Gernd's test infinintes and gerns. Submit your answers to see how well you're doing in the test. Infinitive/Gelding Description Topics on exercises, challenges and solutions Gerund and Infinitiv You have already completed the quiz. Therefore, it cannot be restarted. To start the quiz, you need to log in or register. To start this quiz, you must first complete the following quiz: sort the elements into sinfully grammatic correct sentences. Beware of the correct use of ing forms and infine words: take great risks. to clean her room. Smoking. I get up in the morning. Try harder than right and wrong! Try
harder than right and wrong! go to her aunt. They leave his company Buy yourself ice cream. Moved to Greece. Try harder than right or wrong! Various fixed formulas with pre-positioning demand -ing forms: apologize for doing something, look forward to doing something, talk about doing something worth doing, thank the person who did something worth doing, think of a dream of doing something, feel like doing something wrong! Demands a -ing form: apologize for doing something, look forward to doing something, talk about doing something worth doing, thank someone who has done something worth doing, think of a dream of
doing something, feel like doing something wrong! : Don't forget to do something (habitually) to stop smoking (instructions) I won't forget to kiss my girlfriend for the first time. (Reminder) He tried to call you. (Try something once) he tried to quit smoking. (Try something over a longer period of time) unfortunately we'll let you know. I regret not studying. Keep reading (keep reading) Gerund – to infinieverts – the difference between to and Gerund is not always easy for Germans learning English. The problem is that there are some rules (see above) and you have to memorize the rest. The most common representation is best for
shapes.You always have them handy. • Learn - Test - English test for Infinity and Gerndium Here you can test your knowledge of Infinity and Gerndium. After solving all the tasks, you will learn how well you are mastering this test. Definition: Gerndium is a verb that has been turned into a noun. Usage: If you want to express something abstract or general (without mentioning .B e-person). Form: Gern as a subject: Going to school is boring. Gerund as an object: I enjoy footbars. There is a lot of useful information about learning English. What is onlineuebung.de?onlineuebung.de is a free learning platform for students who do information,
links and online exercises. Onlineuebung.de, free/subscribe to follow and stay up to date with updates, new content, promotions, and more. Gern appears as a subject or object in a sentence. There are many different ways in which gelation is used. Gernd example example as a category Click here and the dance folding here is fun. Traveling is a great experience. Gern as a subject is very easy to understand. Then who asks what (who does what) and is written in the sentence before the verb. Dancing is fun. Like other nouns, it can also be used with another noun: click here to play out football with my friends for example. The old man
can also stand alongside the determination of the adverb. Example Click here to fold a swim in the ocean is amazing. Germination as a verb object After an object, you just ask what (who or what? by asking yourself this question, you can always test whether it is an object. For example click here to fold Paul prefers watching TV to reading a book. What does Paul prefer to reading a book? - Enjoy spending time with friends watching TV. What do I enjoy?- Some verbs I spend time with friends require objects. These verbs are called transitive verbs. This old man can occur as an object after a certain verb. In the box above, you will see
some examples. You can see the list of other verbs that follow Gerund here: MerckClick click here to avoid (admit) (admit) to avoid (admit) to avoid (imagine) avoiding (imagining) avoiding (doing more). There are verbs that either gern or infinimes can follow as objects because they suggest (take risks) (take risks): MerkeClickhere begins to fold (hate) (hate) as he loves (loves), and the verbs in Gern or indetermes do not affect the meaning. In most cases, there is no difference in meaning. Gernd as an object inGern can also stand by prepositions. Example Click here to fold After watching the movie, Paul and Alex went to the restaurant.
Simon took a shower before going to work. The preposition of the example requires an object, and the old man appears here as an object. We've put together some prepositions for you that can stand in front of gerund: note You can click here and collapse (instead) without (nevertheless) (nevertheless) of course, you don't need to use Gerund after the preposition. Nouns can also follow prepositions. However, if you want to use verbs, you need to convert them to gerund. Example To fold a noun after a preposition, click here: After the movie, they went home. With one in germ after the preposition: after watching the movie, they went
home. Germination after verb + preposition Some verbs appear along with prepositions. In some cases, you may also need to use that Geland after a combination of verb prepositions. Example.B example: Example Click-hee folds here I apologize for being late. An apology is an expression that Gerund must follow if he wants to use a verb. There are other particularly common combinations: click here and fold (worry) looking forward to (relying) on worrying about (worrying), dreaming (dreaming) After these expressions, you need to use Gern. Reproduction according to adjectives + prepositions can also be used after a combination of
adjectives and prepositions. Example Click here to fold and he is interested in buying new football shoes. They are used to working late every day. Also, following the prepositional structure of the next adjective, Gerund:MerkeClick understands that you are tired (bad) and tired (you have to be tired) to be good at (later crazy) (and later crazy) to fold (something crazy)? This germination is formed from verbs and end -ing. See - see, go - go, break - break, look - see the example and definition of Gernd Bungen Guernd in the exercises. Signal w rter with gelund, use, information and examples. Class 7, Class 8 and Class 9 old people are
rounded by rules, examples and rules. Gern is a proven verb. A verb converted to a noun (main word). You can do this in English by hanging -ing on verbs. The same rules apply to the formation of progressive forms: a silent e is applied at the end of the verbAway from Ing. -&gt; DANCE - DANCE - &gt; She is dancing on the table. Two ee's remain. -&gt; Pee - Pee - &gt; Oh no! The dog is peeing on the carpet! – &gt; Sitting - Sitting - &gt; He's sitting in a great café. l as the last vowon after vowon is always doubled. -&gt; Travel - Travel -&gt; He travels around Scotland. The last ie of the word will be y. -&gt; Lie -&gt; She is lying on the
grass. The tasks on this page are also available as PDFs for printing, including solutions - only in the teacher's marketplace can Gerund stand as an object as an object and subject, or as a subject in a sentence: a journey in Scotland is amazing. – Gerund Luisa as a subject loves to watch movies in cinemas.– rounded as Object 1. Motion for Gelnd - Object or Subject? This multiple choice task determines whether Gerundium is an object or subject of a sentence. Practice - Prepositions determine prepositions that must be after gerndium. Exercise - Set the next gap text gerin to the first verb in a simple present from the bracket and
create a gerundium from the second verb in the bracket. Also pay attention to the rules: -s should be used ,&gt;, along with long form examples - Exercise: My parents
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